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Abstract

The objective of this research was to provide c"iteria for laboratory

modeling of stratified lake flows. Consideration has been given to fluid

inflows and to flows generated by a mechanical destratlfication device.

The inflow experiments were designed to investigate the effects of

scale distortion since vertical scale exaggeration is necessary in laboratory

size models, to offset the increased viscous forces that acconopany the size

reduction. Experiments were performed in two inflow lake models which

are identical in horizontal dimensions but differ by a factor of two in the

vertical dimensions. Density profiles and dye front flow visualization

records ,\Tere made of inflows over a range of flow para.meters.

It was established that a vertically exaggerated model of a stratified

lake flow cannot replicate all the details of the mixing process. However,

vertical dispersion alone can be accurately modeled in a distorted model

is used as the basicpersion can be accurately modeled if J
2

=

of an inflow III a stratified basin if the overall Richardson number

J
l

= g~~~ 1S used as the modeling parameter. Similarly horizontal
g6Pw 2

PU 2 H

dis-

Dlodeling parameter.

A vertically exaggerated model of Ham's lake was constructed and

experiments were run of the mechanical destratification of the model.

Surprisingly accurate modeling of the prototype destratification experiments

of Garton (2) has been achieved with our model. The appropriate non-di-

~Hmensional parameter is the overall Richardson number J =-,,- and thepUG

characteristic time used to non-dimensionalize the mixing times was the

volume of the lake divided by the volume flow rate of the pump.
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Nomenclature

F Froude number = U/yfL

Fd Densimetric Froude number = U/'\.If'L

FR Froude-Richardson number =
1/2 L3/2

g

"

g Gravitational constant

g' Effective gravitational ~constant =
p

h Height of center of gravity of lake/model from the bottom

H Maximum depth of lake Or basin

Basic definition of overall Richardson number =J

First Richardson number =

Second Richardson number =

g 10 pH

P U 2

glo pw2

pU2 H

L A characteristic length

Q Volume flow rate of pump

Re Reynolds number = UL/"

Gradient Richardson numberRi
= -g oo/?Jz

P (OU/OZ\2

S Scale factor = L modell L prototype

SI Non-dimensional Stability index =
pg fhh - hI

pg (hh - h s )

t Time

Characteristic time of mechanical destratification =
V
Q

Non-dimensional time =

u Local velocity in the x direction
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U Characteristic velocity

V Volume of lake or model basin

w Width of inlet

x Strearnwise coordinate

y Lateral coordinate

z Vertical coordinate

Subsc ripts

\h Homogeneous

\ Fully stratified
s

Greek Letters

\> Kinematic viscosity

p Fluid dens ity

P
t

Initial density at surface of water
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INTHODUCTION
---~-------~

Members of the Oklahoma Wat.er Resources Hesearch Institute

(OWRHI\ are concerned with the advancelnent of the stat.e-of-the-art

of artificial de stratification of lakes and reservoirs. Quintero and

Garton (I) have report.ed the temperat.ure and dissolved oxygen dist.ri-

butions in Han,' s lake':' which t.hey mechanically dest.rat.ify with a large

pun,p. (See Figure 1.) Garton (2) and his student.s (e. g., Steichen (3))

have continued t.his work each year on Ham's lake as well as On t.he

much larger Lake Arbuckle (8.900 hectare met.ers). Toetz, Wilhm,

and Sumncerfelt (4\ have analysed t.he general aspect.s of t.he biological

effect.s of artificial dest.ratification (and aeration) in lakes and reservoirs.

They have continued to monitor important biological information,

including fish growth, on t.he lakes that. Garton has been dest.ratifying. ~

Since One dest.ratification experiment on a prot.ot.ype lake t.akes at least.

One summer. the advantages of a laborat.ory model, with t.he capability to

run several Ynixing experiments in a 1TIuch shorter tilne are obvious. We

have adopt.ed t.he goal of Jeveloping the modeling tcc;,nique in stratified

lake flows to the state where reliable prediction of ?rot.otype lake mixing

phenomena is possible. We have the advantage of observing first hand,

the prototype experiments of Garton and the other TY'en,bers of the OWRRl.

We have constructed a model of HanJ's lake using a j to 360 hori-

zontaJ scale factor and a I to 34 vertical scale factor. From the simple

cost consideration, scale distortion is necessary in lake nl0deling in

" ]] 5 hect<irC-Tncters in volunlc.
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all but the most abundantly endowed laboratories. The destratification

expe riment which we model is the situation in which the prototype lake

is initially strongly stratified. (In the Oklahoma lakes this is primarily

a seasonal thermal stratification.) The experiment begins with turning

On of the lTIechanical pump which destratifies the prototype lake in from

1 to 3 weeks. It is this experiment which we are most interested in

IYlodeling in the laboratory.

The major features of our lTIodel experiment are:

1) The lake is initially strongly stratified;

21 The de stratification pump is a modd of the one used by Steichen (31

and Garton (2);

31 The lake model has vertical scale exaggeration.

Although there is considerable experience in the literature with

Tllodeling with vertical scale exaggeration (5, 61 and with stratified

wate rways (7,0), we have found no reports of hydraulic Tllodel studies

which involve all three of the Tllajor features of our experin,ent listed

above. As a result. nouch of our effort h'lf' concentrated on developing

modeling criteria which fit the particular prototype situation we encounter

in the OWRRI lake destratification prograTll.



BACl\GROUND

The two non-diTI1ensional paran1eters which govern the flow pheno-
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n1ena of a hOn1ogeneous lake are the Reynolds nun,ber Re =
UL
v

and

the Froude number F = U/y'iL. Sin1ple analysis of the non-din1ensional

governing equations of fluid rnechanics reveals that if a n10del lake is

constructed exactly to scale, the flow in the n10del will duplicate that

in the prototype if the Reynolds nUn1ber and the Froude number character

istic of the n10del flow are exactly equal to the Reynolds and Froude

nUn1bers of the prototype.

When we are dealing with n1odel~ ",J-,ich are of the order of 100 tin1es

smaller than the prototype lakes however, it IS in1possible to n1atch both

the Reynolds nlln1ber and the Froude nUn1ber of the n10del situations

with the prototype. As a result, exact sin1ilitude is not possible, (Even

exotic fl"l1ids cannot produce the necessary change in kinematic viscosity

v to offset tilt large change in the chara'c:teristic length Ll. Fortunately,

m the turbulent flow regin1e n10st cOn1n1only found in lake flows, the

characteristics of the fluid n1otion a re :cot strongly dependent On Reynolds

nt:n,ber, provided the Reynolds nUn1ber- of the n10del is large enough to

preserve the turbulent flow, Consequently, reasonably good modeling

can normally be acbieved by matcbing tbe Froude number exactly and

allov..,jng the Reynolds number of the nlodcl to be consjdprably luwer tlJ,ln

the Re of the prototype. As pointed out by FiscJ-Jer and Holley (5) suffi-

cient care must be taken to add roughness to the model basin in places

where the flow is not likely to be fully turbulent.
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When the prototype lake is of such a large Size Or the model is sO

srnall that the scale factor S is about 1/ I 00 or smaller the model lake

becomes so shallow that turbulent flow cannot be preserved. The

solution to this has normally been to exaggerate the vertical dimensions

of the model which increases the scale factor ill the vertical direction.

Hence the model Reynolds number based upon a vertical characteristic

length is closer to the prototype Re and the turbulent flow can be preserved.

The practice of scale distortion can be subjected to much criticism.

Fischer and Holley (5) have stated that distorted models should not be

used to r.ccdel dispersion since "a distorted hydraulic nlond magnifies

the dispersive effects of vertical velocity gradients and di1Tlinishes the

effects of transverse gradients" However, Keulegan (8\ and Barr and

Hassan (9) have reported moderately good success in modeling exchange

flows in rectangular channels with distorted hydraulic models. They have

been able to take account of the distortion by determining the dependence

of the flow On the Froude-Reynolds number FR. The flow geo1Tletry of

the rectangular channel is enough different from our flow condition that

the results of their work are not directly applicable. However, our

approach to the lTlodeling problem is somewhat similar to theirs. One

of the major questions we are trying to answer is what experilTlental data

can we obtain, in direct or corrected forD1, \vhich vlill be useful for our

predictive purposes, and what data will be unreliable, no matter how the

scale distortion effects are accounted for?

If there is density stratification in the model, another din,ensionless

parameter is important to the hydraulic modeling: the overall Richardson



number J ~

nurnber Ri =

g (/\r) L

p U 2

-g op/oz
P (ou/oz)2

This is derived from the gradient Richardson

by assuming that the density gradient op/oz
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scales with a characteristic density difference -/\ p divided by a

characteristic length L, and the velocity gradient scales with a char-

acteristic velocity U divided by L (10). If we define an effective

", L
gravitational constant g' = g /\ pi p then J becomes J =--"--T

U
In the

Civil Engineering cOYnIT1unity it is more corrnnon to refer to this group-

ing as the inverse square root of the internal or densimetric Froude

1/2
nunober F d = U/(g'L)

In flow situations, such as one we have been studying. where the

open surface waves are negligible and the entire surface of the lake is

at the same level, the densimetric F roude number actually replaces the

conventional Froude nUlnber.~:O: Hence in our situation there are two

important nondimensional parameters. We use the ove~all Richardson

number J ~ g /\ P L! P U 2 and the Reynolds number Re = ULI v.

In forming the values of the nondimensional parameters there 1S a

major dilemma caused by the scale distortion; namel:; what do we use

for a characteristic length, a vertical or a horizontal rlimension, or both?

It is mo re c omnoon (5, 7) to us each a r acte ristic 1ake depth but as

Fischer and Holley (5) point out this has not been entirely successful.

As one objective, our experilTlents have atteDlpted to examine this problem

in son1e detail.

':'Such would not be the c:ace if there were substi,ntial mean current due
to a throughflow in the Jake.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Inf] 0\'1\' Expe riments

In order to learn more about the effects of scale distortion on the

mixing phenomena in stratified lakes we constructed two simple basins

that are identical, except that one is twice as deep as the other. These

basins consist of simple inlet models where the contour is modeled after

a real lake. A sketch of the flowfield is shown in Figure 2. The basins

are long and narrow with transparent sides which allow the inflow to be

carefully visualized. (See Figure 3,)

In IYlatching the flv.v conditions in the two basins for any inflow

experiment, several cOIYlbinations of characteristic lengths were used m

the Richardson and ReY010lds numbers (II). For example, one conlbina-

tion is J 1 =
UH

whe re H IS the IYlaxiIYlum depth of

w\ then the overall Richardson nurnber becoIYles J 2 =

the water in the basin. "nd differed by a factor Af two for the two basins.

Jf the velocity gradient 0 u/oz is assumed to scale with the characteristic

velocity divided by the horizontal characteristic length (the inlet width

g/low 2

p U 2 H

Several other combinations were attelnpted, but in Our flow situation the

two shown here are all that are needed to effectively describe similitude (Ill.

An attempt was made to determine which combination produced the IYlost

siIYlilar results between the two models in the dispersion pattern of

the inflow.

In general. to match the Richardson nunlber J between the model

and the prototype, the density differences in the model must be greater
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than in the prototype lake. The density differences in the prototype lUay

be due to tempe ratu re d iffe rence s; in the model, the rmal st ratific ation is

iInpractical -- the required temperature differences are too great and the

boundary conditions of conduction froHl the bottom of the lake or radia

tion, convection, and mass transfer from the surface are not the same

in the 1110del and the prototype. However, if the fluid has similar thermal

and molecular diffusivity (i. e., if the Lewis number is near I) or if the

major l11echanism of l11ixing is turbulence rathe r than diffusion which

is true in our case -- density differences due to temperature D1ay be

modeled by dens,ty differences due to dissolved salts.

There are a number of salts which can increase the density of water

by about 80%: cOJTImon table salt can give only about a 5% increase

less if the solution has to be clear -- but it is convenient and inexpensive,

and a few percent weight density increase is adequate for our studies.

Stratified conditio"" are obtained by filling tll'e basin slowly frol11 the

bottol11 with increasingly dense salt solutions, The local density is

n1easured at var;"-'s depths with a conducb"'~y probe (See Figure 4\,

FrOIn the conductivity and calibration curveo.we develop, the local

density is deduced. A sample calibration curve for one of our conductivity

probes is shown in Figure 5.

A large number of tests was run with tbcse models. They consisted

of establishing a strongly stratified initial condition and then starting

a steady inlet flow of an intermediate density. After the initial transient

settled out dye was injected into the inflo\\' fluid as a marker. As this

dye pattern passed through the observation region of fr,e inlet several side
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and t.op view phot.ographs were t.aken of the dye front until it passed

th rOllgh. After the photog raphing was completed a final density profile

was measured with the conductivity probe.

Results of Inflow Experiments

Figure 6 is a sketch of a top view of the dye fronts photographed in

the shallow and deep models during typical experiments. In this situa-

tion both models were run with ovpr"ll Richardson number J I values of

J l = l0:'2.~ = 0.3. (The Reynolds lIuTnbers were ReI = UHIv = 2624
pU

and 53! 3 for the shallow and deep models respectively.) As we see the

lateral dispersion in the deep mC'~el :~ much greater than in the shallow

model. Stveral experiments of thb eype for a moderate range of Reynolds

numbers (from ReI = 2200 to 7000) yielded essentially the same results.

The conclusion is obvious: using th," ,cale distortion of 2 and the Richard-

son number combination of J l = g6 pH, 'l't d 1 d I._- - - S llTIl 1 U e )etween two rna e s
p U' .

of simple lateral dispersion cannot be achieved.

The results depicted in Figure I, Jed to the study of the same disper-

Inat J 2 = 0.08,other Richardson nUH1ber combination J2 =

sian pattern with the flow conditions ,eadjusted to give a matching of the

g 6 DW'

pUGH

this case, the dye front patterns, sketched in Figure 7, show very good

ag reement.

Perhaps of more importance to the program of the OWRRI is the

vertical dispersion of the inflows into the lnode! basins. Figure 8 shows

a sketch of the dye front profiles in the shallow and deep models. plotted

in non-dimensional coordinates. These are the side views of the 52-lYle



flows whose top views were 5hown in Figure 6. (i. e., J I = 0.3 for

both flows). In this case the vertical dispersion rates were approxi-

mately equal (non-dimensionally) for the shallow and deep model while

the lateral dispersion rates were not even close. As with many of the

experiments we ran. the intermediate density of the inflows were not

exactly matched nor were the initial non-dimensional density profiles

9

yielded results typicd1y :c:te those of

SO the equilibrium level that the inflows sought were not eXdctly the same.

Numerous experiments with similar flow conditions deTnonstrated that

the fil1al equilibrium level of the inflow and its dispersion rates were

not st ron:;] y related.

Tbe final density profiles measured with the conductivity probe

clearly confirmed the lens of intermediate density fluid tbat the flow

visualization indicated. Figure 9 shows an example of one of the final

measured density profiles along with a measured initial density profile

typical of all our experiments.

Experiments on tbe vertical dispersion rates of the two Tnodels with

g {, DW~
:matched values of J 2 = DU 2 H

Figure] O. In this case. the vertical dispersion is signific?ntly less

for the deep model than for the shallow model. (The lateral dispersion

rates for these two experiments were very siJnilar as shovm in Figure 7.)

These experiJnents and many more just like them have convinced us

that in this type of stratified lake mixing. complete similarity cannot

be obtail1ed if vertically exaggerated models are used. On the other hand.

selective analysis of the data can produce useful results. For example.



if the first Richardson number grouping J I ,- g p{j~_~i 1S used as the

primary non-dimensional parameter then the model will provide good

10

similarity with the prototype in the vertical dispersion. If J Z = g

is used as the primary non-dimensional parameter thel e will be good

similarity in the lateral dispersion. The results discussed here are

specifically for the inflow configuration we have used. However. it is

reasonable to generalize these results to similar destratification flows

such as that found with the mechanical pUHlp.

Mechanical Destratification Experiments

After some expertise had been developed 111 the experimental and

modeling technique, a model of Ham's lake was constructed. As men-

boned earlier the horizontal scale of the model is about J :360 and the

vertical about 1:34. This gives us what appears to be a reasonable

balance between compactness. vertical distortion, and feasible Reynolds

number. This lake has a number of tortuous limbs, which we wanted to

include in the model, without making the model sn,aller in scale. As a

cOHlpromise, the limbs were modeled accurately as to depth, width,

etc .• but bent around sO as to keep the overall dimensions down.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the destratification pump is a

]TIodel of the one used by Quintero and Garton (J L T'::= pump consists of

a large propellor pointed downward in the water enc;~~,-,d in a simple

shroud. For the present experiments the n,odel does not have the large

conical sl<irt which can be seen in Figure 1. The reason we have left
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it off is because the major prototype data used for comparison was taken

with no diffuser on the pump. (Ref. Steichen (3))

Our plan is to evaluate with the model. several configurations of the

basic mechanical destratification device used by Garton. However, as

a first step we are attempting to devise, impliment, and test modeling

criteria which we can use in the mechanical destratification situation

desc ribed in the Introduction.

Steichen's (3) experience is that during the mechanical destratification

of a lake tell1perature (and hence density) profiles taken at different

locations in the lake cere not substantially diffccent, Because of this it

appears that the vertical mixing is the important physical process in

the destratification. Based upon the results of '»1r inflow experiments

this leads us to using the original Richardso)) ""lTlber grouping ,J l =

2S the primary non-dimensional parameter in the modeling.

On July 16, 1973, Steichen (3) began continuous operation of the

destratification pump (without the conical shroud) in Ham's lake. Figure

11 1S a reproduction of the average temperature profile he llleasured

on that day and density profile deduced from the temperatures. Table

J lists the pertinent information about the lake and the pUlllp for this

operation. Based upon the ipitial density difference and using the pump

average outlet velocity as the characteristic velocity, the Richardson

number for this flow calculates to be J = -g: ~~ = 0.40. The pertinent

fluid dynamic data from this experiment can be sUITllnarized in Figures

12 and 13. Figure l2 shows a record of the density profiles measured



TABLE

ParaTneters of Prototype and Model Lakes
for Destratification ExperiTnents

Prototype Model
ExperiTnent Expe r iTnent A Units

Lake VolUlne V 1.15X 10 6 . 348 mete rs 3

MaxiTnurn
H 9. 0 .263 meters

Depth

St ratification
60

.0025 .026
0

P ropellor diaTnete r 107 3. 76 c entilYlete rs

O. 67 4.5 X 10- 4 3
PUHlp flow rate Q Tneters /sec

Aver"ge pUTnp
U O. 74 O. 4 J meters/ seC

Outlet velocity

Rich C' j"rl 5 on
J l 0.40 O. 40

Nun,bc r

Characteristic
t 1.72 X 10 6 767 sec.

TiTne c

R eynollis VB
6.56 X 10

6
1. 06 X 105Re=--

Nunlber \i
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(frOTII temperature readings) throughout the prototype destratification

expe r irnent.

Conventional analysis of this type of data includes a calculation of

the progress of the stability index with time. In non-dimensional form

where h is the height from the
pg (hh - h)

pg (hh - h s )

bottom of the center of gravity of the lake, p is the average lake density,

this stability index is 51 =

and the subscripts hand s stand for homogeneous and fully stratified

respectively. The stability index is the gravitational potential energy of

the lake referenced to the lake in its homogeneous condition and non-

dimensionalized with the potential encr;;y of the fully stratified lake

(with the same reference), This index is cOlTIputed from the density

profiles and tlle elevation contours of fh", lake which provide the volume

of the lake in every increIT1ent of elev;::;tion.

The progress of the stability index ""ith time during the prototype

destratificatwn expe riment is plotted m Figure 13. The time variable

t has been non-diTIlensionalized with the characteristic time t c for this

phenomeT'on defined as the ratio of the ~0tal volume of the lake divided

by the volume flow rate of the pump, i. e., t c = ~

fourth order polynomial least squares regression curve fit has been

lTIade to this data and yields the curve in the figure. Now USlllg a

criterion that the lake is destratified when the stability index falls

below 10% of its initial value, we see that for the prutotype experiment

td':' = .76 (td = 15. I days), This non-dimensional destratification time

11:> one of the n:,ost inlportant pararrlctcrs of the physical process \vhich

we hupe to be able to predict with the use of the hydraulic model.
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Several destratification experiments were performed in our model

lake with different density and velocity conditions. In each case the density

profile was as similar (in shape\ as we could make it to the prototype

experiments' initial profile. however the difference between the surface

and bottom densities was adjusted to different values to suit the experiment.

The experiment of most interest to us was thE one in which the pump

output velocity" and the stratification were adjusted so that the Richardson

g 6 pH
nU1T1ber J J = P U2 equaled 0.40 to match the prototype experiment. The

important properties of the lake and of the pump are found 1D Table I (listed

as Expe" ::·CC "nt A \ along with the p r .,totype data.

The density profiles which were measured in the model during de-

stratification are shown in Figure 14. For these conditions the whole

experiITlcnt took less than an hour so our time resolution is not as good

as SaIne other runs (at higher Richi'rdson number) which took several

hours. Although it is not obvious 1:0. Figure 14, most model density profiles

taken during destratification had a stairstep shape characteristic of the

lens of intermediate density movin~ chrough the lake. Time sequence

photographs of flow visualization ", this lensing is seen in Figure 15.

'Here the fluid entering the pU1T1p is nlarked with dye beginning with the

sta rt up of the pU1T1p. \

The stairstep shape of the den.,:'y profiles is not as readily apparent

1D the prototype lake. There are probably two reasons for this. First,

:·:'The average output velocity of the pump \-vas obtained in two ways.
First motion pictures were laken of dye tracer flowing through the punlp
as a function of pU1T1p RPM. The second way {which agreed substantially
",·jth the first\ v,:as to measure the mean output velocity \vith a pitot tube.
and correct the calibration for swirling flow.
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the Reynolds number of the model flow is much snla1ler than in the proto

typE' lake. As a result, there is probably some decrease in the turbulent

mixing of the lens flow. Second, there are complicated clinlatological

effects such as sun radiation, surface evaporation and heat transfer,

and surface wave induced mixing which increase the amount of mixing

and diffusion of the mass and energy in the lake. We expect that our

model can replicate only the most important mixing phenomenon, namely

the convection set up by the mechanical pump.

In overall behavior the model does quite a good job of replicating the

destratificc,tion phenomenon. The progress of the stab:"ity index with

non-dimensional time of the model experiment compares favorably with

the prototype as seen in Figure 16. The non-dimensi0~"1destratification

time (usine the 10% SI criterion) of td':' = .88 is within 1 s% of the destrati

ficati on time fo r th e prototype. Th is ag reement is act,".ll y much bette l'

than we should expect (the ratio of characteristic tinces.if the prototype

to the models is over 2000 end the Reynolds numbers r~tio by a factor of

62). In fact, anothe r expe r :.Bent at clos e to this vaL" ~l Richa rd s on numbe r

had a non-dimensional destr"-tification tinle twice that n: the prototype.

\Ve are presently rerlmning several experiTIlents to establish consistency

ln our data. However, we are strongly encouraged that the model results

are m the same range as th,- prototype experimental results. This has

provided us with the confidence that the nlodeling can produce useful

results if one is careful with the application and the analysis.
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CONCLUS10NS

There appears to be no way III which a vertically exaggerated Inodel

of a stratified lake flow can replicate all the details of the :mixing processes.

However, vertical dispersion alone can be accurately :modeled in a

distorted :model of an inflow III a stratified basin if the overall Richardson

nu:mber J l
= g /::, oH

p U 2 IS used as the :modeling para:meter. Si:milarly

horizontal dispersion can be accurately :modeled if J
2

as the basic :modeling para:meter.

1S used

The us·e of varying salinity to obtain the density stratification works

well and is convenient. Measure:ment of local density with the conductivity

probe we have developed is very repeatable and accurate.

A vertically exaggerated :model of Harn's lake was constructed and

experi:ments were run of the :mechanic'! destratification of the model.

Surprisingly ac<curate modeling of the prototype destratification experi-

:ments of Steic}",n (3) has been achieved with our :model. The appropriate

non-dimensional paraITleter is the overall Richardson nunlber J ::::

and the characteristic tirne used to non-dirnensionalize the TI1ixing times

is the volu:me of the lake divided by the volun1e flow rate of the pu:mp.
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Figure I Schematic of the mechanical pump used by Garton.
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Figure 15 Flow visualization of the flow out of the
mechanical destratification pump.
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